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Positive linear functionals on a *-algebra are studied. The first purpose of 
this paper is to investigate the classification of semibounded abelian positive 
linear functionals. The second purpose is to study the integral representation of 
positive linear functionals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra 2I. The elements x in 2l 
such that f (x*x) : 0 form a left ideal %, in 2l. If x E ‘ZI we denote by h,(x) the 
coset of Bt/‘%, = A&21) which contains x and we define by 
G%(x) I&(Y)) =f(y"x) 
an inner product on &(2X). Thus h#I) is a pre-Hilbert space. Let X7 be the 
Hilbert space which is the completion of A,(%). We set 
Tff(4 5(4 z M4~ a,xE%. 
Then it is showed that m,(a) is a closable operator on Xf with the domain ,\,(‘!N). 
The smallest closed extension of a closable operator A is denoted by ii. Let GY 
be the set of closable operators. We denote by d the set {A; A E L$?} of closed 
operators. We set 
where 3Y(Xf) denote the set of all bounded linear operators on X,. The set 
2&(f) is a *- subalgebra of 91 and is caIIed the bounded part of ?I with respect 
to f. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A positive linear functional f on $2 is called semibounded if 
Af(%b(f))a is dense in &(‘%I). 
A linear functional f on ‘3 is called abelian if 
for all Q, b E PC. 
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1Ck.e denote by gI*(-I-) (resp. ‘!(:(I-)) the set of all positive (resp. abelian 
positive) linear functionals on 91. 
If f is a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on ?I, then X,(Bl) 
becomes an unbounded Hilbert algebra over the Hilbert algebra h#2I,(J’)) in 
,.Y& (Theorem 2.1). Unbounded Hilbert algebras have been defined and studied 
in ([7, 8, 9, lo]). Using the theory of the unbounded Hilbert algebra, we shall 
investigate the classification of positive linear functionals. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f be a positive (resp. abelian positive) linear functional 
on Cu. The functional f is called relatively bounded if 
f(b*a*ab) < raf(b*b) (ra; constant) 
for all a, b E ‘ZI. If there exists a net {fJ in ‘$I*(+) (resp. ‘%z(+)) such that 
fw <f, fE is relatively bounded and fa converges weakly to f, then f is called 
weakly relatively unbounded. If there does not any non-zero relatively bounded 
element fa of %*(-I) (resp. ‘Sz(+)) with fm <f, th en is called strictly relatively f 
unbounded. 
We obtain that if f is a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on a 
*-algebra YI with identity, then: 
(1) f is relatively bounded (resp. weakly relatively unbounded, strictly 
relatively unbounded) if and only if A,(%) . 1s a Hilbert algebra (resp. weakly 
unbounded Hilbert algebra, strictly unbounded Hilbert algebra) (Theorem 2.2); 
(2) there is a decomposition f = fi $- fi off such that fi , f2 E 2lz(+) and 
fi is weakly relatively unbounded, f2 is strictly relatively unbounded (Theorem 
2.3). 
Using the structure of the commutative unbounded Hilbert algebra, we obtain 
the integral representation for a semibounded positive linear functional on a 
commutative * -algebra (Theorem 3.1). 
2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let Cu be a *-algebra, i.e., rU is an algebra over the field 6 of complex numbers 
with an involution. A linear functionalfon N is said to be positive iff(x*x) > 0 
for all x E 21. 
THEOREM 2.1. If f is a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on ‘%, 
then A,(‘%) is an unbounded HiZbert algebra ower h,(&,(f )) in Sf and TT~ is extended 
to a *-representation of ‘$1 into the left EW#-algebra %(A#N)) of h#l). (The 
precise definition of left EW#-uZgebru is referred to ([7], Definition 3.11).) 
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Proof. For each a, b, c E 2I we have 
(At(a) / h,(b)) =f(b*a) =f(ab*) 
= (A#)* I Ua)*>, 
(A,(a) h,(b) j At(c)) -f(c*ab) =f((a*c)* b) 
= (&(b) ) &(a*c)) 
== Mb) I %4* MC)). 
Furthermore, since f is semibounded, we can show that A#!&(f)) is a Hilbert 
algebra in 2, and A,(%) is an unbounded Hilbert algebra over A,(‘&(,~)) in X, . 
We set 
nf”(a) = ~2”(&(a)), a E 21, 
where rrzw denote the left regular representation of the maximal unbounded 
Hilbert algebra Lsw(A,(&,(f))). Then rf’r” is a *-representation of % into the left 
EfV#-algebra %(h#B)). 
COROLLARY 2.1. If f is a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on 21, 
then: 
- - 
q(a) + ry(b) := nf(a) + nf(b) = q(a + b), a, b E 21; (1) 
-- PC- 
rf(a) . nf(b) := .rrf(a) rt(b) = n,(ab), a, b E 21; (2) 
X . 7ff(a) : = X 7rt(a) if A#0 -~ 
.- .- 0 if x=0 = +W, 
he&:, aE21; (3) 
+4* = da*), aE%. (4) 
-- 
Hence, CT#I) is a *-algebra of closed operators on Xf under the operations of strong 
sum, strong product, adjoint and strong scalar multiplication. Furthermore, TV is -- 
extended to a * -representation of 21 onto the *-algebra ~~(a) of closed operators on 
Zf * 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and ([7], Proposition 2.3). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let GZ be a locally convex *-algebra and f a continuous 
abelian positive linear functional on GT?. If G&(f)” is dense in CT and f satis$es the 
following condition (L) : 
(L) If 
lim a, = 0 then lim f (a,*a,) = 0, a a 
then Af is a continuous *-representation of 6T onto the unbounded Hilbert algebra 
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Af(tX’) over h,(G&,(f)) in Zj and “rf is extended to a X-representation of G!! into the 
left EW”-algebra @(A,t(GQ) of h,(CZ). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let @ be a locally convex *-algebra with jointly continuous 
multiplication (by example, GZ is a Frechet *-algebra). If f is a continuous abelian 
positive linear functional on GZ and GY,,(f )” is dense in C%‘, then hf is a continuous 
*-representation of GY onto the unbounded Hilbert algebra A,(U) over h,(CZ,,(f )) in 
Zf ' 
Proof. By the jointly continuity of multiplication of GY, f satisfies the condi- 
tion (L) of Proposition 2.1. Hence, Corollary 2.2 follows from Proposition 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on a 
*-algebra CU with identity e. Then: 
(1) f is relatively bounded if and only if A,(‘%) is a Hilbert algebra; 
(2) f is weakly relatively unbounded if and only if&(W) is a weakly unbounded 
Hilbert algebra; 
(3) f is strictly relatively unbounded if and only zfh,(‘%) is a strictly unbounded 
Hilbert algebra. 
Proof. (1) Obvious. 
(2) Suppose that A,(%) is a weakly unbounded Hilbert algebra. By ([9], 
Proposition 4.2) there exists a net {Ea}aEn of non-zero mutually orthogonal 
projections in @o(h,(cll,(f ))) n Vo(h#&,(f ))) such that xoEn E, = I and EJ,(‘%) 
is a Hilbert algebra for all 01 E A (, where %&53,,) and “Ys(~3,,) denote the left and 
right von Neumann algebras of a Hilbert algebra 9s respectively). We set 
f&(4 = (KJ&) I Me)) 
for all 01 E A and a E ‘K It is easily showed that fa is a positive linear functional 
on 91. For each a, b, c E ‘$I we have 
fa(a*4 = II Edt(412 
G II ~f(a>l12 = f (a*4 
fa(4 = (-G&b) I h(e)) 
= Mb) I Ed&*)) 
= @dAa*))* I WY) 
= (Ed44 I @*N 
= V4M4 I 4(e)) 
= f&4 
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Hence, fa E Q( +). Furthermore, 
Thus f is weakly relatively unbounded. 
Suppose that f is weakly relatively unbounded, i.e., there exists a net {f=} in 
‘%t(+> such thatf, Gf, fa is relatively bounded and fa converges weakly to f. 
If f is relatively bounded, then &(‘?I) is a Hilbert algebra. So, suppose that f is not 
relatively bounded. Since 0 < fm <f, there exists an element T, of L49(Zf) with 
0 < T, < I such that 
faP”4 = (~dw) I MO 
for all a, b E 3. For each a, 6, c E 'U,(f) we have 
h(c*W = (TM4 I Uc)) = (Tad4 W) I UC)) 
=&L((Q*c) * 4 
and 
i&*4 = (TM-4 Mb) I UC)) 
= (TAxMw M4 I UC)) 
=f,((cb*)* 4 
= (T&4 I Wb*)) 
= (T&4 I 4(W)* SW 
(where CT; denote the right regular representation of the Hilbert algebra 
S('%(f)))~ Hence, Ta @WWWf))) n %&V%(f))). Let Ta = .b &(4 
be the spectral resolution of T, . Sincef, # 0 and A#) is not relatively bounded, 
there exists a number A, with 0 < A, < 1 such that 0 < E,(h) < I and 
E,(h) A,(‘%) is a Hilbert algebra. Since fa converges weakly to f, there exists a net 
PLLA of non-zero mutually orthogonal projections in @O(A,(&,(f))) n 
9'&(2&(f))) such that CarEn E, = I and E&‘%) is a Hilbert algebra. Hence, 
A,(%) is a weakly unbounded Hilbert algebra. 
(3) This is proved in the similar way as the proof of (2). 
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THEOREM 2.3. If f is a semibounded abelian positive linear functional on \1[, 
then there is a decomposition f =: fi f f2 off such that fl , fi E ‘Q-j-) and fi is 
weakly relatively unbounded, f2 is strictly relatively unbounded. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, h,(‘%) 1s an unbounded Hilbert algebra. By ([9], 
Theorem 4.4) there exist mutually orthogonal projections E1 , Ez in @O(A#&,(f))) 
n VJA#&(f ))) such that El + Ez I= I, E,/\,(a) is a weakly unbounded Hilbert 
algebra and E&(S) is a strictly unbounded Hilbert algebra. We set 
fi(a) = (E&(a) I Ue)), 
fAa) = (&Ma) I &(e)) 
for each a E ‘X Clearly, fi , fi E Zlz(+) and f == fi + fi . Furthermore, we can 
regard h,I(%) = E,h,(‘%) and h,%(a) = E,h,(‘%). By Theorem 2.2, fi is weakly 
relatively unbounded and fi is strictly relatively unbounded. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G! be a locally convex *-algebra with identity and jointly 
continuous multiplication and let f be a continuous abelian positive linear functional 
on GY. Suppose that G&(f) is dense in CY. Then: 
(1) f is relatively bounded if and only if h,(a) is a Hilbert algebra; 
(2) f is weakly relatively unbounded if and only if&(a) is a weakly unbounded 
Hilbert algebra; 
(3) f is strictly relatively unbounded if and only if h,(a) is a strictly unbounded 
Hilbert algebra; 
(4) There is a decomposition f = fi + fi off such that fi (resp. fJ is a 
weakly (resp. strictly) relatively unbounded continuous abelian positive linear 
functional on 6Y. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.2, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let 2 be a locally compact space and p a positive Radon measure on Z with 
support Z. By the pointwise multiplication and involution (x*(t) = x(t), 5‘ E Z), 
Lza(p) : = L”(p) n LQ) is a commutative maximal Hilbert algebra in LB(p) and 
J52%L) : = n2<9<m LP(/-4 is a commutative maximal unbounded Hilbert 
algebra over L,“(p) in L2(p). An unbounded Hilbert algebra in L2(~) is called 
an unbounded Hilbert algebra generated by ,u. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ‘+X be a commutative *-algebra and f a semibounded positive 
linear functional on ‘8. Then there exist a locally compact space Z, a positive Radon 
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measure p on 2 and a *-representation x + + of BI onto an unbounded Hilbert 
algebra generated by TV such that 
for each x, y E aI. In particular, ;f 2I has an identity, then 
for each x E 9X. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, A,(‘%) . IS a commutative unbounded Hilbert 
algebra. From ([lo], Th eorem 4.4) there exist a locally compact space 2, a 
positive Radon measure p on Z and an isomorphism @ of ;\,(a) onto an 
unbounded Hilbert algebra generated by p. Putting 
x-+&is a * -representation of Cu onto an unbounded Hilbert algebra generated 
by TV and 
f by*) = @f(X) I h,(Y)) 
= 6% I jf) 
for each x, y E ‘?I. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Gl be a GB*-algebra over @(9,,) (defined in [I]) and f a 
positive linear functional on 6$?. Then: 
(1) 7r,(GY(g,,)) is a bounded operator algebra ; 
(2) For each x E Gl, V?(X) is afiliated with ~f(GY(91,J)“, written 
- -- 
".fW 77 ~fw%J)"- 
Proof. This is proved in the similar way as ([3], Lemma 7.7 and [4], Proposi- 
tion 2.4). 
LEMMA 3.2, Let Gsl be a commutative GB*-algebra. Then every positive linear 
functional f on GZ is semibounded. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, it is easily proved that h,(@(BJ) C Af(6&(f )) and 
A,(6Y(G9,,)) is dense in A,(@. Hence, f is semibounded. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let @ be a commutative GB*-algebra and f a positive linear 
functional on OZ. Then there exist a locally compact space Z, a positive Radon 
measure p on Z with support Z and a * -representation x---f if of f2 onto an 
unbounded Hilbert algebra generated by /” such that 
for each x E GE 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. 
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